W&M Study in DC

Prospective Employers

W&M students are here when you need them…
The College of William & Mary runs credit-bearing programs in
Washington DC that offer select W&M students an opportunity to
combine intensive classroom study with related hands-on work at one
of DC’s many institutions.
Our opportunities give employers the benefit of hiring hard working,
high achieving interns with DC-based W&M administrators as a
contact throughout the internship.

W&M Interns are available
during each semester
throughout the year.
January–April
SUMMER June–August
FALL
August–November
SPRING

…and benefit your organization in many ways.
•

Students are admitted to our programs through a rigorous
application and interview process. They are some of the best that
William & Mary has to offer.

•

Students are in DC to study a topic that relates to your
organization. They are likely to settle in DC and enter your field
upon graduation—giving you the first shot at hiring some of the
nation’s best and brightest.

•

W&M administrators work to ensure that you and your intern
have a mutually beneficial experience. Our staff will meet with
you before and during the semester to discuss and evaluate the
internship.

•

Whether paid or unpaid, our students are available 35–40 hours a
week to work as a part of your staff.

Work authorizations for international students pursuing internships in the US are
handled by the William & Mary Reves Center for International Studies. Employers
with questions about the immigration aspects of hiring international students
may contact the Reves Center at globe@wm.edu or 757-221-3590.
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Accolades For Our Students
Rosaline Cardarelli | National Defense University
“The intellectual contributions and energy of our W&M interns have
made a real difference in our relations with senior officials from nations
as diverse as Pakistan, Iraq, Lebanon, Turkey, Morocco and Yemen.
Their work has assisted both the State Department and the Defense
Department with some of the most challenging issues confronting senior
officials today.”

Stephanie Keller | Jane Goodall Institute
“Our W&M intern was an absolute delight to work with. She was always
enthusiastic, hardworking, professional and on time. Having the built-in
support system through the W&M program really allowed her to settle
into the internship.”

Edward Branagan | Global Playground
“Our organization truly benefited from the Fellow’s work this summer.
For this reason, Global Playground is very appreciative of the W&M
DC Summer Institutes for providing such an exceptional Fellow who
consistently demonstrated commitment, intellectual curiosity and
professionalism.”

Brad Potter | Oak Ridge Associated Universities
“The W&M DC Summer Institutes does more than just offer smart,
hardworking students the opportunity to intern in the nation’s capital;
it offers organizations through the city dedicated employees who think
on their feet, problem solve and write powerfully—many of the most
important traits for working in fast-paced national security environments.”
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